Exclusive offer for hikers in 2021
A perfect product, a good service, a personalized welcome, practical advice with a corresponding price quality ratio ......... that’s us!
And as we are also hikers, we offer you the following arrangement specially created and adapted to our
sporting clients:
We offer you:
* beautiful renovated and comfortable rooms, equipped with upscale bedding, private bathrooms
with showers and toilets,
* free WIFI,
* an outdoor heated pool above ground,
* a large garden and a beautiful terrace with comfortable furniture,
* a renowned cuisine with a quality table (all dishes are guaranteed fresh and homemade),
* a relaxed, sporty atmosphere,
* a personalized and warm service.
And all this is situated in one of the most beautiful, varied, rather technical area still too little known by
hikers in France: The Regional Natural Park of Morvan (Burgundy)!
The arrangement based on a minimum stay of 4 nights in a double room includes:
* 4 nights,
* 4 "gourmet" buffet breakfasts consisting of a wide variety of dishes and ingredients that
change every day,
* 4 3-course dinners (all homemade and fresh),
* a Burgundian aperitif accompanied by an appetizer on the day of your arrival,
* free adaptation of dishes to diets and allergies (if reported at the time of booking),
* free and practical advice for preparing your daily outings (using our GPS and printed),
* free loan of our GPS devices,
* washing of your technical clothes with adapted laundry detergents at reduced rates,

Price of this superb arrangement: from 73,50 – 80,00 € per person per day (services not
mentioned, drinks and tourist tax not included).
Wish to come?
Of course! The Morvan is too beautiful and life here is too good! The nature is beautiful, the terrain is
varied but rather technical, you breathe clean air and its CALM! There is also a lot to do, see and visit for
those who wish to visit, rest, explore or practice other activities. And if you would like to explore this
beautiful region by bike; no problem! We have a range of bikes (almost all new and very well maintained)
for rent. Our offer varies from hiker bikes to road bikes, mountain bikes, gravel bikes and even two power
assisted all terrain bikes!
Booking and cancellation conditions
This arrangement is only valid in case of booking by phone or e-mail and without the intervention of an
intermediary or booking website such as Booking.com, Triviago or TripAdvisor.
The reservation is confirmed after receipt of a deposit of 40% of the amount of the arrangement taken. A
second deposit of 40% of the stay is due at the latest 7 days before the beginning of the stay. The
remaining 20% and all other costs of the stay are to be paid at the end of the stay.
In case of cancellation or modification of the reservation up to 14 days before the beginning of the stay,
the deposit of 40% will be refunded with deduction of 50 € per person. In case of cancellation or
modification of the reservation between 14 and 7 days before arrival the down payments (80%) will be
non-refundable. For a cancellation or modification of the last-minute booking (<7 days before arrival) the
entire stay will be due.
We advise you to take out a travel insurance / cancellation so that you and we are covered if
necessary.
Quality labels and awards
The following organizations strongly recommend our Auberge and we are proud of them!
*
*
*
*

The backpacker (Le Routard)
Tables & Hostels of France (Tables & Auberges de France)
Tourism Quality (Qualité Tourisme)
BookingCom

Auberge de la Chaloire**

Chambres & Table de Qualité
Lidewij & Stan van den Brûle
Le Bourg
71400 La Petite Verrière
France
Tél. +33 3 85541410
e-mail: hotel@auberge-de-la-chaloire.com

